Introduction {#s0005}
============

Lung cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors with the highest morbidity and mortality, which is a considerable threat to people\'s health and life [@bb0005]. Advanced lung cancer is likely to metastasize, which may lead to corresponding symptoms in patients with great pain, and are even life-threatening. This phenomenon is referred to as the distant metastasis of lung cancer, which is represented by the M staging in the TNM staging system [@bb0010].

Metastatic tumors are very common in the later stages of cancer. The spread of metastasis may occur through blood or lymphatic vessels or both pathways. The most common sites of metastases are the lungs, liver, brain, and bone. Because of the metastasis of cancer cells to various parts of the body, treatment becomes more difficult, surgery is almost impossible, and in most cases, only wide-range radiation therapy or chemotherapy may be used to inhibit cancer cell growth [@bb0015].

Computed tomography (CT) imaging is a widely used method for the evaluation of tumor prognosis. Based on the analysis of the CT image of the tumor, the image texture feature description can be extracted.

Doctors can diagnose the distant metastasis of the tumor using CT or positron emission tomography (PET)-CT of secondary tumors (metastatic tumors). Quantitative analysis has been employed to study the characteristics of various types of tumor metastases to predict the therapeutic effect [@bb0020], [@bb0025]. The clinical features of these cases can be used to predict the survival time of patients [@bb0030], [@bb0035]. However, there is lack of evidence regarding the prediction of distant metastasis based on the tumor. [@bb0040] In this paper, we employed radiomic methods to predict the possibility of distant metastasis of lung cancer based on the information of the tumor and the clinical features.

Radiomic refers to the comprehensive quantification of tumor phenotype using a large number of image features [@bb0045], [@bb0050], [@bb0055], [@bb0060]. It is defined as the conversion of image data to higher dimensional space and the subsequent mining of these data for improved decision support [@bb0065]. The radiomic method has been widely used in diagnosis [@bb0070], such as survival analysis [@bb0075], or lymph node metastasis prediction [@bb0080].

Diagnosis based on radiomic features has been used in the literature [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], but for the analysis of the prediction of M stage tumors, it remains inadequate. The aim of our study was to analyze the possibility of tumor metastasis from two aspects: clinical features and radiomic features extracted by CT, to investigate the relationship between the two kinds of features and the occurrence of distant metastasis.

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

Patients {#s0015}
--------

The study was approved by the West China Hospital, Sichuan University. Approximately 404 patients with lung cancer (enrolled from West China Hospital, Sichuan University) were enrolled in this study. These data include small cell carcinoma and non--small cell carcinoma patients; tumor histological subtypes include squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, and small cell carcinoma. Patient data registration time ranged from 2014 to February 2015. Patients with missing data were excluded, and the remaining 348 data sets were used in the study. The demographic and tumor characteristics of all patients are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The study design was approved by the appropriate ethics review boards.Table 1Patient Demographics and Clinic Pathological Characteristics of the Training and Validation Set for the Metastasis AnalysisTable 1Demographic or Clinic pathological CharacteristicsTraining SetValidation SetWithout MetastasisMetastasisWithout MetastasisMetastasisTotal149926641Gender, no. (%)Male105 (70.5)59 (64.1)45 (68.2)22 (53.7)Female44 (29.5)33 (35.9)21 (31.8)19 (46.3)Age (years), no. (%)≤6064 (43.0)38 (41.3)19 (28.8)10 (24.4)\>6085 (57.0)54 (58.7)47 (71.2)31 (75.6)Smoking statusSmoker82413416Stage, no. (%)I46 (30.9)19 (28.8)II32 (21.5)11 (16.7)III71 (47.6)36 (54.5)IV92 (1)41 (1)Histological subtypeSquamous cell carcinoma7530312Adenocarcinoma66503433Small cell carcinoma12816TNM no. (%)TT133 (22.1)1 (1.0)10 (15.2)2 (4.9)T261 (41.0)31 (33.7)28 (42.4)11 (26.8)T329 (19.5)11 (12.0)12 (18.2)7 (17.1)T426 (17.4)49 (53.3)16 (24.2)21 (51.2)NN073 (49.0)11 (12.0)31 (47.0)1 (2.4)N121 (14.1)3 (3.3)8 (12.1)5 (12.2)N248 (32.2)54 (58.7)18 (27.3)27 (65.9)N37 (4.7)24 (26.0)9 (13.6)8 (19.5)

CT Images and Tumor Segmentation {#s0020}
--------------------------------

Tumor segmentation and CT images were provided by the hospital (West China Hospital, Sichuan University). CT images were loaded into the ITK-SNAP software (version 2.2.0; [www.itksnap.org](http://www.itksnap.org){#ir0005}) for three-dimensional manual segmentation. A radiologist with 8 years of experience with CT performed the tumor segmentations in all patients. The following parameters were used to obtain the CT images: collimator with 64 × 0.6 mm, voxel spacing 0.638672 × 0.638672 × 5 mm, and tube voltage of 100 kV. The tube current is calculated according to the individual\'s weight, height, and body mass index. The tube current was 220 mA for body mass index \<25 kg/m^2^ and 330 mA for body mass index \>25 kg/m^2^. The region of interest in the CT images can be extracted based on the segmentation.

Feature Extraction and Analysis {#s0025}
-------------------------------

A complete lung cancer tumor radiomic features set included its volume, texture [@bb0095], [@bb0100], and Gabor and wavelet features. According to a previous study [@bb0045], the 485 radiomic features could be divided into four groups based on the tumor\'s intensity, shape, texture, and wavelet. The first group\'s quantified tumor intensity characteristics were calculated from the histogram of tumor voxel intensity values by using first-order statistics. Group 2 consisted of features based on the shape of the tumor, such as volume, surface area, and sphericity. Group 3 was composed of intratumor texture features, using "gray-level nonuniformity" to measure intratumor heterogeneity. Group 4 included the calculated intensity and textural features from the wavelet decomposition of the original image. We used the gray-level co-occurrence matrix and gray-level run length matrix (GLRLM) features as used in the study [@bb0045], and added the Gabor descriptor (we use six different angles of Gabor function for convolution of the image to obtain the features) to represent it in the decomposed images. The workflow of feature extraction is shown in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1Extracting radiomic data from images. At the left are the example CT images of patients with lung cancer. CT images with tumor segmentation left; three-dimensional visualizations right. The following pictures show the strategy for extracting radiomic data from images. (I) Experienced physicians contour the tumor areas on all CT slices (red section in the picture). (II) Features are extracted from within the defined tumor contours on the CT images, quantifying tumor intensity, shape, texture, and Gabor and wavelet texture. (III) For the analysis, the radiomic features are combined with clinical data.Figure 1

On this basis, the patient\'s clinical characteristics were added as reference features, including the patient\'s age, smoking status, tumor classification, and T and N staging. TNM and final staging was performed as per the American Joint Committee on Cancer guidelines [@bb0010].

Machine Learning Methods {#s0030}
------------------------

In this paper, we used machine learning methods for feature selection and classification. A key feature selection method can improve the utilization rate of data and features and attain better performance [@bb0105]. FSV [@bb0110] was used in this process to locate the features that performed best by using the selected features and then through SVM classification to make the decision.

A support vector machine (SVM) was used as the classifier in this group classification model [@bb0115]. As used in previous studies [@bb0120], [@bb0125], the SVM used the nearest point (support vector) to adjust the classification line so that the distance between the line and support vectors was as similar as possible, and the final classification line was only related to the support vectors. By using the SVM method, we can get a good classification result by using only a few data points. This method has been applied in classification based on the radiomic method [@bb0130].

Feature selection via convex minimization (FSV) [@bb0110] can extract the features by minimizing the subspace of the misclassified points. The FSV method is as follows: in the sample space, attain the subspace made of the misclassified samples with a linear classifier. In the convex optimization misclassified sample space minimization process, the most effective features can be discovered. By using the program in a previous study [@bb0135], we used the FSV method to select features and used the SVM classifier with a 10-fold cross-validation for evaluation.

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), also known as incremental gradient descent, is a stochastic approximation of the gradient descent optimization method for minimizing an objective function that is written as a sum of differentiable functions. In other words, SGD was a method trying to find the minima or maxima by iteration.

The SVM and SGD methods used in this paper are derived from Sklearn package in Python3.5.

Statistical Analysis {#s0035}
--------------------

The classification results were evaluated by both accuracy (ACC) and area under the curve (AUC). The ACC can reflect the intuitive results, and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves combined with a true-positive rate and false-positive rate can be observed with a more comprehensive result. AUC signifies the area under the ROC curve. In this paper, ROC and AUC were calculated based on Sklearn package in Python3.5.

We generated a 10-fold cross-validation process to evaluate the feature selection. By this method, the features selected were more universal, and we could attain stable results in most cases. In the performance validation section of the model, we selected 241 (before October 2014) participants from the earlier dates of admission for the training set and the remaining 107 participants for the validation set for the final model test.

Path Analysis {#s0040}
-------------

Path analysis is a method of estimating and testing the internal coherence of the factors that assume causal structures [@bb0145]. By decomposing the relevant structure into the form of a path, the contribution between the factors is decomposed into direct contribution and indirect contribution [@bb0150]. In this paper, path analysis was used to detect the contribution of radiomic and clinical features for the prediction of metastasis in lung cancer. Path analysis was conducted with SPSS18. The total contribution relationship is found by the partial correlation coefficient, and the standard coefficient (path coefficient) is obtained using stepwise linear regression. The path coefficient represents the direct contribution of the factor, and the partial correlation coefficient is equivalent to the total contribution.

Results {#s0045}
=======

Feature Selection {#s0050}
-----------------

Results from the feature selection section showed that the radiomic features from the pretherapy CT images could be combined with the clinical features to achieve a better prediction of tumor metastasis. In the case of only considering the radiomic features from the pretherapy CT images, we selected four features with the FSV method. The resulting ACC and AUC were 71.02% and 72.84%. In the case of clinical features, FSV selected features as patient\'s\' gender, T stage, and the N stage state. The resulting ACC and AUC were 79.44% and 84.09%. In the synthesis of the two kinds of features, seven features were selected by the FSV method, which included four radiomic features, such as texture and wavelet, and three clinical features such as the patient\'s\' gender, T stage, and N stage (the statistical information of clinical features is described in [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Histogram statistics of clinical features.Figure 2

Classification Results {#s0055}
----------------------

Based on the seven features selected by FSV, we employed the SVM with the SGD method (penalty = 'l2', alpha = 0.001) to construct the M staging group classification model. The resulting ACC and AUC were 85.98% and 89.09%. The ROC curve of the classification model was plotted (as shown in [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3The ROC curve of the M stage group classification model (241 patients from the earlier date of admission were used for the training set, and the following 107 patients were used for the validation set).Figure 3

Representative Phenotypic Features {#s0060}
----------------------------------

The seven features that were selected included three clinical features: patient\'s age, tumor\'s T stage, and N stage, and four radiomic texture features: including the mean and median of the first -order wavelet pixel, the mean of the first-order wavelet high gray-level run emphasis, and the third-order wavelet GLRLM. The selected radiation characteristics are mainly composed of first-order wavelet characteristics and auxiliary classification, which show that the statistical features decomposed by the first-order wavelet can effectively assist in the diagnosis of distant metastasis [@bb0045]. We selected the most prominent examples of these features in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for comparison. In [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the mean values of the four features.Figure 4The contrast of different radiomic features.Figure 4Figure 5The comparison of normalized mean of radiomic features.Figure 5

Path Analysis Results {#s0065}
---------------------

Through path analysis, we computed the direct and indirect contribution of the feature to the prediction of distant metastasis of the tumor. From the results, the total contribution of radiomic features was smaller than their indirect contribution, indicating the need for complex relationships to characterize their contribution. The total contribution of clinical features was greater than their direct contribution, indicating that these features can express the association of distant metastases intuitively. The detailed results are shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 2The Path Analysis Results of the Selected FeaturesTable 2FeaturesContributionDirect ContributionTotal ContributionMean of the first-order pixel0.0540.13Median of the first-order pixel−0.1−0.04Mean of the first-order wavelet GLRLM HGLRE0.2220.191Mean of the third-order wavelet GLCM0.1330.131Gender0.1530.176T stage0.2270.240N stage0.3870.389[^2][^3]

Discussion {#s0070}
==========

From the Results section, we can summarize that if only the features extracted from the CT image are used, the predictive effect is not significant, but it can be used as a reference to judge M as staging before operation. If combined with information such as pathological T/N staging, diagnostic effect will be more significant.

From the section of feature selection, we determined some relationships between the features and their ability to predict distant metastasis. In the clinical features, we can find that the status of N staging is very important for distant metastasis; in addition, the T stage and gender of the patients will have an impact on the prediction of the M staging of the tumor. To wit, there appears to be an association between lung cancer metastasis and gender of the patient, the size of the tumor, and the differentiation of the tumor. Regarding the radiomic features, it can be seen that the texture feature based on the first-order wavelet has a good auxiliary classification effect, accounting for three out of four of the selected radiomic features.

The study provided evidence that machine learning methods can be used to predict the metastasis of lung cancer. In this study, a certain degree of diagnostic accuracy could be attained from combining radiomic features obtained from the pretherapy CT images with the patients\' clinical features. We also showed that the texture features play a role in the prognosis of distant metastasis in lung cancer and can be helpful in predicting metastasis.

At present, it is difficult to detect and predict the metastasis of lung cancer. It is usually necessary to sample and analyze all kinds of information in the cell [@bb0155], [@bb0160], [@bb0165]. These methods need to be analyzed after the tumor metastasized, which is usually detected only after it has already developed to a certain stage. The method employed in this study can be used to predict or diagnose the metastasis of tumors to some extent. Most of the clinical information needed can be obtained from CT. In addition, numerous methods have been reported on the prediction of tumor N staging [@bb0170], [@bb0175], which can be concurrently employed to augment the prognosis prediction. It can be used in conjunction with the N-stage prediagnostic method.

This study had several limitations. First, the patients were all from Asia, which may lead to biased results. Second, the use of the CT image is nonenhanced; there is no enhancement of the image or any obvious features. Moreover, it was not feasible to compare CT images of patients acquired at different time points. Besides, the CT images all have a slice thickness of 5 mm. Finally, there may be more accurate description of radiomic features that remains to be discovered. These issues will be addressed in future research.

The results of our study suggest that further studies of CT image phenotypic features are necessary [@bb0180], [@bb0185]. These can effectively improve the performance of the auxiliary diagnosis of the possibility of metastasis of lung cancer in order to increase the potential of offering timely and reliable treatment.
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